possib le. A s a result, corpus-based findings have emerged that both enrich and challenge previous notions about language use. Since the early 1990s, researchers have become increasingly intereste d in applying the findings of corpus stu die s to language teaching. The work of Biber and colleagues (Biber and R eppen, 2002; Leech, 2001; Conrad, 1999; highlights a number of ways in which frequency information and register variation might inform the design of te aching materials and syllabi. R esearch in phraseology, such as Sinclair's (1991) concept of semantic prosody and H unston and Francis ' (1999) descriptio ns of pattern grammar, has challenged traditional approaches to vocabulary and grammar instructio n. Most recently, L2 corpora collecte d from language le arner populatio ns (e.g., G ranger et al., 1998; G ranger et al., 2002) have been used to identify learner difficu ltie s, such as the underor overuse of linguistic features, which deserve the attention of la nguage teaching research.
Many rese archers (e.g., Conrad, 2000) feel that corpus linguistics (CL) could revolutio nize language te aching, by fundamentally changing the ways we approach all areas of pedagogy, including mate rials development, curriculum design, te aching methodology and teacher training. A t the same time, the connections between CL and language teaching have only recently been made, and thus it is likely that a gap still exists between the teaching applications discussed in CL literature and the primary concerns of language teaching researchers and practitio ners. To bridge this gap, corpusbase d findings need to be inte rpreted in conjunction with findings from other areas of rese arch on language teaching and se cond la nguage acquisitio n. It is important then, to explore the major areas of interface between corpus linguistics and la nguage teaching research (LTR ). R ecently, there has been a marked increase in book-length treatments of this interface, and these books provide a good represe ntatio n of the particu lar issu es which have, and have not, been addressed by researchers. A ccordingly, in this article I review five such books publish ed since 2000. Taken together, these books address three principal domains for the application of corpus linguistics to language teaching research:
Language description: What are the implications of corpusbased findings -which reveal patterns of actual language use
I Introduction to books featured in the review
Before exploring the major applicatio ns of corpus linguistics to LTR , I will briefly introduce the contents of each book featured in this review. A s a group, these books represent the primary current concerns, interests, and methods of corpus linguistics researchers working at the interface with language teaching; their contents also reflect the extent to which certain applica tio ns of corpus linguistics have, and have not, been explored. The first book, H unsto n (2002), provides a comprehensive overview of corpus linguistics and its LTR applicatio ns; I review its deta ils in the following sectio n. The other four books are edited colle ctions of individual papers. Kettemann and Marko (2000) and Burnard and McE nery (2000) assemble papers prese nted at the 3rd (BM) and 4th (KM) annual Teaching and Language Corpora (TA LC) conferences. These volumes, like H unston, cover a wide range of issues in corpus linguistics and LTR , including corpus-based la nguage description, classroom corpus analysis, E nglish for Specific and A cademic Purposes (E SP, E A P) and le arner corpora. H owever, individual treatments of these issu es within each chapter are lim ited in scope, as they focus on research and practice with respect to specific learner populatio ns and instructio nal settings. A ston (2001) dedicates his edited volume to the application of corpus analysis in the classroom, and thereby achieves much greate r depth and breadth of treatment for this particu lar area. The first three chapters offer an introductio n to important terms, methods and applications in corpus linguistics and LTR , and the remaining six chapters report on authors' experiences with using corpus technology in the cla ssroom, with an emphasis on advanced E FL learners and students of translation. Finally, recent work in the use of learner corpora is covered in G ranger et al. (2002) . Following G ranger's (2002) introduction, this volume is divided into two major sectio ns: Corpus-based approaches to interlanguage and Corpus-based approaches to foreign language pedagogy. The interlanguage studies focus mainly on comparisons between le arner and native speaker language use, while pedagogical applications include the analysis of learner data in the classroom and the use of le arner corpora in the training of E FL teachers. Before discu ssin g the major themes covered by Burnard and McE nery, Kettemann and Marko, A ston, and G ranger et al., I begin with a review of H unston, which provides a use ful summary of corpus linguistics methodology and applications.
II Corpus linguistics and language teaching research: an overview
The only single-authored book featured in this review, H unston (2002) descr ibes the field of corpus linguistics and its pla ce in the la rger domain of applied linguistics. H unston begins by illu strating key concepts in corpus linguistics methodology, such as frequency (the number of times individual words or features occur in a text) and collocation (the tendency of certa in words to occur together in a text). R eaders are presented with example data, and are guided through various approaches to interpreting such data . For example, in chapte r 1, H unston presents readers with various examples of frequency lists (i.e., list s of words that frequently occur in a corpus), and explains how these lists, along with corresponding example sentences from the corpus, can be used to create a picture of language use. Similar illustrations throughout chapter 1, along with H unsto n's (Chapter 2) discu ssio n of issu es in corpus design and development, provide important background knowledge for readers who have had little exposure to corpus linguistics research. Chapter 3 offers a thorough introductio n to concordance lines, which display the results of a corpus search by list ing each occurrence of the keyword (the word searched for) along with the words that immedia tely precede and follow it. Methods for sorting and analysing concordance line data are explained in detail, and these methods could be use d with a number of concordancing software programs. H owever, H unston does not use a specific program to illu strate corpus searches, and the advanta ges and disadvantages of different programs are not discu ssed. (H unston's L ist of R elevant Websites does include concordancing software resources.)
In chapter 4, H unston ta kes readers 'beyond the concordance line', and explores two other, more advanced, corpus-based methods: calculating the statistica l significance of collocations; and tagging, parsing and annotating corpora. The primary aim of this chapte r is not to enable readers to carry out these procedures on their own, but to expla in how these methods work and how they have been used in corpus-based analyses of la nguage use. Chapter 4, along with chapters 1 and 2, provides a useful reference for language teaching rese archers as they interpret corpus-based findings and evaluate their relevance for language pedagogy. Finally, chapter 5 relate s these corpus-based methodologies to various areas of applied linguistics research, including critical linguistics, lite rary studies and forensic linguistics, as well as to the development of tools rele vant for teaching, such as dictionaries, grammars and translatio n reference tools.
The second half of H unston discu sses how corpus research informs and challenges traditional approaches to: (a) language description; (b) methodology, materia ls and sylla bus design; and (c) specific LTR domains such as E nglish for A cademic Purposes (E A P), language testin g and learner language analysis. Chapter 6 initiates discussio n of LTR applica tio ns by describing two corpusbased approaches to la nguage description: phraseology and la nguage variatio n. H unsto n's excellent discu ssio n of phraseology, which includes reference to numerous key studies, illu strates concepts such as semantic prosody (the idea that a word's connotation is determined largely by its surrounding environment) and the idiom principle (Sinclair, 1991) , which posits that words are typically use d in 'preferred phraseologies,' and meaning is attribute d to an entire phrase, 'rather than to the individual words in it ' (H unston 2000: 140-41) . These approaches to language description are then revisited in chapter 7, as H unsto n describes specific teaching applications -John's (1991) data-driven learning and the le xical syllabus (Sinclair and R enouf 1988; Willis 1990 ) -which emphasize the importance of phraseology in teaching and le arning E nglish.
While H unsto n provides a thorough discu ssio n of phraseology and its pedagogical implicatio ns, less effort is made to address the application of findings from language variation stu dies to language teaching research. Though H unsto n gives a deta ile d account of research in registe r variatio n, direct links between these findings and language teaching research are not made. Important questions remain to be answered: What implications do descriptions of register variation have for the design of corpus-based syllabi and le arning activit ies? H ow might register-specific frequency information inform decisio ns concerning the selectio n and se quencing of linguistic features? Simila rly, in chapter 8, while the pedagogical relevance of corpus studies investigating particular university discip lines and text types is noted, specific applications are not discu ssed. R eaders interested in the implicatio ns of corpus research for E A P may also want to supplement H unsto n's discussion of written te xts with recent work in spoken academic registers (e.g., Simpson, Lucka and O vens 2000) . A lso in chapter 8, brief attention is paid to corpus research applications in language te stin g and the use of le arner corpora in comparisons of learner and native speaker language use.
O verall, H unsto n's book provides a comprehensive account of 88 B ook reviews corpus linguistics methodology and introduces its various applicatio ns to language teaching research. Because these applicatio ns are treated at a non-technical level, H unsto n (2002) would be an ideal course book for a graduate-level class in corpus linguistics. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 might also provide useful readings for language te aching methodology course s, and the book offers numerous examples that teachers would find particula rly relevant to issues in vocabulary and grammar instruction. These illu strations should serve not only to instruct, but also to stimulate new research questions that are important to readers' own areas of interest. O ne of H unsto n's greatest strengths -that it provides a thorough introductio n to CL methodology and its applica tion -is also a limitation, in that little room is left for discu ssio n of specific instructional contexts. Thus, readers who are interested in implica tions for a particu lar LTR domain (such as the te aching of International Business E nglish or the development of materials for secondary stu dents) may want to explore the edite d volumes of A ston (2001), Burnard and McE nery (2000) , and Kettemann and Marko (2000) . These collections feature studies that are relevant to specific le arner popula tions, as well as deta ile d accounts of researchers' experie nces with using corpora in the classroom. Such focused investigations help to illu strate how the methods introduced in H unsto n can be applied to specific LTR domains.
III Corpus-based language description
Corpus linguistics enables the description of language in ways that were previously not feasible. R ecently, corpus rese archers have made impressive strides in describing the distribution of lexis, grammatical structures and multi-wo rd units (Biber et al., 1999) , in exploring lexico-grammatical patte rns (Partin gton 1998; H unsto n and Francis 1999), and in accountin g for differences in language use across unique settin gs (Biber et al., 1999) . A s a result, insights into the frequency of linguistic features, the relationship between pattern and meaning, and the variatio n of language use across registers are now available to language teaching researchers.
A number of chapters within the edited volumes of A sto n (2001), Burnard and McE nery (2000) and Kettemann and Marko (2000) explore the implicatio ns of corpus-based language B ook reviews 89 description for issu es in language teaching research. These chapters: (a) report on corpus-based stu dies of specific genres and linguistic features; (b) describe new corpora designed specifically for LTR purposes; or (c) discu ss the implica tions of corpus-based descriptions for mate rials development.
Investigatio ns of specific genres and linguistic features
Investigations of specific genres and linguistic features are an important first step in applying CL to la nguage teaching research. Because corpus-based studies have the potential to reveal patterns of language use that are not easily perceived without the aid of computers, these stu die s may draw attention to issu es that have not previously been addresse d by LTR . Chapters in both Burnard and McE nery (2000) and Kettemann and Marko (2000) report on investigations of genres and/or linguistic features that are rele vant to particular learner populatio ns. Tribble (2000, BM), uses WordSmith Tools (Scott, 1996) to identify keywords in E uropean U nion project proposa ls that are significantly more or less frequent than they are in a more general, reference corpus (the British National Corpus). Tribble illustrates that dictio naries (even corpusbased ones) are 'not designed to accommodate the specific local se mantic prosody' (p. 88) of words in a particular genre. Thus, he feels, analyse s of keywords and their phraseologies in domainspecific corpora can help to familiarize E SP learners with the genres important to their field of stu dy. Thompson (2000a, BM; 2000b, KM) investigates one specific domain of use -the PhD theses of A griculture majors -to describe citation practice s (in BM) and modal verb use (in KM). U sing more general corpora which are rele vant to a wider audie nce of E A P learners, H oey (2000, BM), investigate s colligation (the tendency of certa in lexical items to appear at the beginning, middle, or end of a text) and discusses implicatio ns for the teaching of academic writin g. Serpollet (2000, KM) and Claridge (2000, KM) illustrate how paralle l corpora (colle ctions of texts translated into two or more la nguages) can be used to compare the realizations of specific linguistic features across languages, and these findings have important implications for the study and teaching of translation.
A ll of these chapters illu strate ways in which CL has made new descriptio ns of language possib le. H owever, because these studies are generally limite d in scope (e.g., citation practice s in A griculture PhD theses), the pote ntial range of applicatio ns of CL to LTR is not well represe nted in these collectio ns. For example, none of the chapte rs addresses the needs of beginning learners -all involve highly advanced (usually academic) texts. Few stu dies investigate spoken language, and only one chapter (H oey, 2000, BM) uses corpus technology to investigate discourse organizatio n. These investiga tio ns of language use also rely primarily on automated concordance software, while features which require the use of a grammatical tagger, such as complement cla uses or passive voice, are not explored. To develop a more complete pictu re of the range of corpus-based studies that have been conducted for LTR purposes, readers may want to refer to H unsto n's (2002) chapters 6 and 8, as well as Conrad's (in press) review of corpus linguistics and la nguage teaching. Nevertheless, this emphasis on written, academic texts seems to reflect the current sta te of the field; corpus-based research that addresses a wider range of learner proficiencies and goals is greatly needed.
Corpora designed for LT R
To provide more opportunities for corpus-based language descriptio n that is directly relevant to LTR , some researchers are working to design corpora for specific learner populatio ns. U nlike corpora designed for research purposes, these corpora, while useful for language descriptio n, are also inte nded to inform language teaching in specific instructional settings. Szakos' (2000, BM) corpus of Taiwanese web texts have been designed to facilita te studies of la nguage use, the development of language teaching materials, and the training of language teachers. These recent corpus development projects also help to address concerns expressed by some researchers (e.g., H all and E ggington, 2000) that CL focuse s too much on British and A merica n E nglish, and not enough on other la nguages, or the non-native varieties that are relevant to many E FL learners.
M aterials developm ent
The development of corpora for LTR makes possible corpus-based investigations of language use which can potentially inform la nguage teaching te xtbooks and other widely distr ibuted resources. (Teacher-made handouts that are designed for in-class activitie s are discu ssed in the following sectio n.) Three authors within Burnard and McE nery, and Kettemann and Marko apply the findings of corpus research to materials development. Coxhead (2000, KM) describes the development of an academic word list, which could be used to inform the design of E A P vocabulary, reading and writing materials. Clear (2000, BM) argues for a pattern grammar approach (e.g., Francis, H unston, and Manning 1996) to E SL materials and syllabus design. Mindt (2000, KM) prese nts a 'new paradigm of E nglish verb forms' (p. 92), which calls into questio n previous attempts (in research and grammar textbooks) to describe the E nglish verb system. Surprisin gly, these three are the only chapters within the edited volumes that directly address the design of materials for large audiences of E SL/E FL le arners. In part, this may be due to the enthusiasm expresse d in these volumes, and in corpus applications to the cla ssroom more generally, for discovery learning (see 92 B ook reviews following sectio n), which emphasizes the advantages of learner autonomy over authorita tive sources of la nguage description. H owever, there is still a great need for research on corpus-based materials development. For teachers who do not have access to compute rs (or who do not have enough computers for in-class, hands-on activitie s), materials such as textbooks may be the only practical means of exposing le arners to corpus-based language descriptio n. Furthermore, corpus-based materials may provide teachers with much needed guidance in planning and implementing a variety of activit ies in the classroom.
Mindt's and Cle ar's chapters also highlight another difficulty in corpus-based mate rials development: the existence of competing approaches to language description within the fie ld of corpus linguistics (a difficulty also addressed by H unsto n 2002: 92-95). Mindt discusses the advantages of his account of the E nglish verb system over the L ongm an G ram m ar of Spok en and W ritten E nglish (Biber et al., 1999) , and Clear questions other corpus linguists' assertions that improved grammatical parsing could enhance the usefulness of corpora for LTR . In order for research in corpusbased materials design to progress, such conflicts need to be addressed. Can the different approaches of pattern grammar (deriving language patterns from corpus data) and grammatical tagging and parsing (investigatin g the distribution of previously defined grammatical patterns) be reconciled? In what ways do these approaches intersect and inform one another? H ow can these approaches, taken together, inform language teaching research? These questio ns represent an important area of interface between corpus linguistics and LTR that needs further exploratio n.
IV Corpus analysis in the classro om
In addition to informing the development of language teaching materials, corpus linguistics may also transform the ways in which stu dents interact with texts in the classroom. It is this applica tion of corpus linguistics, corpus-based learning tasks, which receives the most atte ntion within A ston, Burnard and McE nery, and Kettemann and Marko. Two major instructional approaches are addressed: teacher directed data-driven learning and stu dent-led disco very learning. Johns (1991) , engages le arners in the analysis of concordance lines that have been se lected, arranged and possibly edited by the teacher in order to draw learners' attention to patterns of language use. Learners may be asked to induce these patterns from a list of concordance lines or to fill in missin g elements of concordance lines base d on patterns that they have already stu died. Johns (2000, KM) provides examples of D D L handouts that he has used with international graduate stu dents. O f particular interest to Johns is the use of paralle l corpora, which allows for 'reciprocal learning', wherein le arners of different language backgrounds (in this case, E nglish and French) work together to analyse how a particu lar form in one la nguage (e.g., pour que) is realized in the other. Brodine (2001, A ) applies D D L to the specific conte xt of an E A P reading course, illu strating ways in which concordance line data can be use d to develop bottom-up processin g skills. Brodine also provides a useful discussion of how factors such as the target feature in focus, or the purpose of the corpus activity, may impact teachers' decisions to sort or edit concordance data.
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D ata-driven learning
D ata -driven learning (D D L), introduced by
D iscovery learning
Tim Johns' D D L has also inspired many researchers to explore ways in which learners might generate their own concordance data, thus engaging in autonomous disco very learning. Authors within these volumes cite a number of advantages that discovery learning has over teacher- Because an important aim of le arner-driven corpus analysis is to highlight patterns of actual language use, it is important to consider issu es such as representativeness and generalizability of the selected corpora. A corpus is considered representative if it contains adequate samples of different text types which define the domain of use. O nce observations about language use have been made, researchers must ask whether these observations (based on a corpus) can be generalized to the domain of use or even to the language as a whole. These issues are addressed to some extent by G avioli (2000 KM; 2001, A ) and Z anettin (2001, A ), who recommend comparing patterns observed in a small, homogeneous corpus with those found in a larger, more general corpus. H owever, most chapters which advocate corpus-based analysis in the classroom do not describe in detail the decisio n-making processes that teachers and learners must go through to determine whether their corpus is represe ntative of the target domain, or whether their observations about language use can be generalized.
The complexity of principled corpus design and analysis reflects the broader issu e of how te achers and students might best be trained in corpus linguistics methodology. It is likely that effective disco very le arning activitie s will require considerable expertise from both teachers and stu dents in sele cting or designing appropriate corpora, conductin g productive se arches, interpreting data and making generalizations about language use. Missin g from these edited volumes is a focus on how or to what extent language teachers have received training in corpus linguistics, and on teacher and stu dent attitudes towards learning about and using corpus methods in the classroom. The positive experiences described by many of the authors in these volumes do, however, suggest that the LTR field could benefit from further research on the use of corpusbased language analysis ta sks in the classroom. This involves not only asse ssing teachers' and stu dents' attitu des towards corpusbased activitie s, but also investiga tin g the extent to which such activit ies facilit ate language learning. A s A ston (2000, BM; 2001, A ) and Conrad (in press) point out, few empirical stu dies have investigated the effectiveness of D D L or disco very learning in promoting language acquisitio n. The absence of such stu dies within these recent volumes further underscores the need for more research in this area.
V Learner corpora
O ne of the most exciting recent developments in applying corpus linguistics to LTR has been the creatio n and use of learner corpora for the analysis of language acquisit ion processes. A ccording to G ranger (2002, G ) , computer le arner corpora are collectio ns of le arner language that: (a) have been gathered in authentic contexts (including classroom activit ies); (b) consist of 'continuous stretches of disco urse, not isolate d se ntences or words'; (c) are 'compiled using strict design criteria'; and (d) are 'collected for a specific SLA or FLT [foreign la nguage teaching] purpose' (pp. 7-10). Though incipient, learner corpora have been applied already to LTR in a number of ways, including the description of interla nguage, the development of language teaching materials and learning tasks, and the training of language teachers.
Interlan guage analysis
With the aid of concordancing programs and grammatical tagging, computer learner corpora have made possible analyses of interlanguage that involve large colle ctions of data from more le arners than has previously been feasible. To date, the majority of interlanguage stu dies base d on computer learner corpora involve what G ranger (2002, G ) calls 'Contrastive Inte rlanguage A nalysis' (CIA ), which makes comparisons between learner language and native-speaker corpora, or among le arners who come from different L1 backgrounds or who speak different varie ties of E nglish. Comparisons of learner and native speaker corpora typically focus on a particu lar linguistic feature and aim to identify instances of learner under-or overuse. For example, A ijmer (2002, G ) compares the frequency of modal words used by advanced Swedish learners of E nglish with British native speakers. U sing the International Corpus of Learner E nglish (ICLE ), which includes collections of Swedish and British essays, A ijmer shows that 96 B ook reviews Swedish learners use particular modal auxiliaries (will, would, m ust, have (got) to, should, m ight) and adverbs (probably, m aybe, of course, certainly) significantly more frequently than British native speakers. A ijmer suggests that this may be due in part to the fact that Swedish makes use of combinations of modal verbs and adverbs to a greater extent than E nglish.
Findings concerning learners' under-and overuse of particular linguistic features do suggest the possib ility of L1 interference or transfer; however, such explanations, A ltenberg (2002, G ) argues, can only be hypotheses until empirical investigations of differences between the L1 and L2 are carried out. Thus, as a follow up to a CIA stu dy involving Swedish learners' overuse of the causative m ak e, A ltenberg uses Swedish-E nglish paralle l corpora to explore how the causative is expressed in both languages, and to what extent differences in Swedish and E nglish causative constructio ns can expla in Swedish le arners' overuse.
Interlanguage studies based on learner corpora have also been carried out in order to investigate the order of acquisitio n of particula r morphemes. U sing data taken from the Corpus of Young Learner Interlanguage (CYLIL), H ousen (2002, G ) uses a crosssectio nal approach to investigate the acquisitio n of E nglish verb morphemes by learners in grades 3 through 11. By grouping data according to learner proficiency level and then coding verbs for semantic and morpho-syntactic properties, H ousen not only describes to what extent each morpheme is used by learners at each le vel, but also explores the extent to which the semantic properties of verbs influence the order of morpheme acquisitio n.
When designing experiments and interpreting results, many of these corpus-base d analyses of inte rlanguage draw from the previous work in SLA . For example, Tono (2000, BM) compares the order of grammatical morpheme acquisit ion observed in a corpus of Japanese learner language to that proposed by D ulay and Burt (1973) . A ltenberg (2002, G ) inte rprets Swedish learners' overuse of causative m ak e as a result of L1 transfe r, citing H yltenstam's (1984) concept of markedness and Kellerman's (1983 Kellerman's ( , 1986 ) discu ssio n of interference caused by sim ilaritie s between the L1 and L2. This interface between SLA and learner corpora research, if exploited, could contr ibute to our under-B ook reviews 97 standing of interlanguage development and its implications for la nguage teaching.
Since learner corpora studies of inte rlanguage combine SLA theory with newly developed, computer-based methods of la nguage analysis, these studies employ novel approaches to the description of learner language. It is important for these pioneering studie s to describe their methods in detail so that readers unfamiliar with corpus-based techniques clearly understand how data were colle cted and analysed, and so that corpus-based stu dies of interlanguage can be replicate d in the future. U nfortunately, the methods sectio ns of the interlanguage stu die s included in G ranger et al., Burnard and McE nery, and Kettemann and Marko are la cking in this respect; important details concerning data coding, corpus se arch methods and statist ica l analyses are only minimally reported. None of the interlanguage studies reports coding schemes or inter-rater reliability for high-inference semantic categories (e.g., root vs. episte mic meaning); nor do they provide rationales for the sta tist ical procedures used. O nly one (H ousen 2002, G ) describes in detail how searches of the corpora were conducted.
In their comparisons of learner and native speaker corpora, most studie s (in G ranger, 2002; see also G ranger, 1998) focus on establish ing a statistica lly significant difference between native speaker and non-native speaker language use. H owever, while this information is useful, it is perhaps more important to investigate the m agnitude of this difference -exactly how far do learners deviate from native speaker norms? It is likely that the magnitude of difference for some linguistic features is greate r than others; thus, such informatio n (in the form of an effect size; see Norris and O rte ga, 2000) could help researchers and teachers to determine which forms are most problematic for specific groups of learners.
G ranger (2002, G ) also notes the potential controversy in comparing inte rlanguage data against a native speaker baseline, which runs the risk of describing interlanguage as 'somehow deficient compared to the native speaker ''norm" ' (p. 12). Because many of the applicatio ns of learner corpora to LTR involve preparing learners to participate in a specific (often E A P or E SP) discourse community, such comparisons may be useful. H owever, it is important to ensure that the native speaker data chosen for 98 B ook reviews comparison accurately represent the target domain of use. More longitudinal, corpus-based interlanguage studies are also needed so that comparisons of learner and native speaker data can be supplemented with descriptio ns of le arner language development over time.
L anguage teaching applicatio ns
Just as corpus-based analysis of interla nguage is in its early stages, researchers are only beginning to explore the implications that learner corpora might have for curriculum design, materials development, and teaching methodology. Meunier (2002, G ) provides a useful discu ssio n of what le arner corpora, contrasted with native speaker corpora, may offer language teaching research. While native speaker corpora provide importa nt information about the frequencies of linguistic features and their distr ibutions across registers, Meunier argues that this information alone is not sufficient to inform curriculum and materials design:
Within an E FL framework it is important to strike a balance between frequency, difficulty and pedagogical relevance. That is exactly where learner corpus research comes into play to help weigh the importance of each of these. Learner corpus research offers further refinement in identifying those forms which are problematic for learners.
(p. 123)
In addition to using le arner corpora for identifyin g problem areas (through, for example, CIA stu dies such as those discu ssed in the previous sectio n), Meunier advocates the use of learner data in the classroom. By asking stu dents to compare learner and native speaker data, or to analyse errors in learner language, Meunier feels that te achers can help students to notice gaps between their interlanguage and the target language, and that this type of exercise may promote the negotiation of meaning, as students work together to identify differences in the grammatical patterns used. A number of papers in the current volumes also explore ways in which learner corpora might inform the planning and evaluation of language courses. In order to inform the teaching of internatio nal business E nglish courses, Connor, Precht and U pton (2002, G ) explore cultu ral differences in business writing style s, by comparing rhetorical moves (e.g., 'Indicate desire for an interview': B ook reviews 99 181) used by A merican, Belgia n and Finnish business students in le tters of job application. Based on differences observed in the cultures' preferences for rhetorical moves, Connor et al. conclude that cultural norms and expectatio ns need to be addressed in International Business E nglish classes.
In a departure from the linguistic descriptio n of le arner corpora, E ppler, Crawshaw and Clapham (2000, BM) and Flowerdew (2000, KM) discu ss how course design may be informed by collecting and analysing (using corpus te chniques) students' accounts of their la nguage learning experiences. E ppler et al. describe T he Interculture Project, coordinated by Lancaster U niversity (U K), which aims to develop a corpus of exchange students' descriptions of communica tio n breakdowns (both cultural and linguistic) and, based on these descriptions, design teaching materials which help to prepare students for the potential communication problems they may experience while studying abroad. Flowerdew (2000, KM) describes how a corpus of learner dia ries, collecte d from teacher education students in H ong Kong, can be used to identify stu dents' attitudes towards their language learning experiences. Keywords in the corpus (e.g., confid ent, anxious, strategy, rule) were identified using frequency counts, and these words were then used to se arch the corpus for students' reflections. Because the diaries were collected as part of a course designed to encourage teachers' analyses of their own le arning processes, the corpus was also used to evaluate the extent to which the course stim ulated stu dents' reflectio n on their own learning difficulties and coping strategies.
R esearchers have also begun to engage teachers themselves in the analysis of learner data, with the aim of helping them to identify, understand and address learner errors. Seidlhofer (2002, G ; 2000, BM) found that, while teachers in training initially expressed frustration over dealing with native speaker corpora, their interest in corpus technology increased when they were prese nted with a corpus of their own writin g. Seidlhofer collected teachers' written summaries and responses to a Tim e magazine article, 'The D ilemmas of Childlessness', along with stu dent essays written on the same topic, and compile d them to form a learner corpus (E nglish was not the teachers' first language). A fter reading through the responses, teachers came up with their own rese arch questions, which could be investigated with corpus technology, such as: What tenses do the writers mainly use? What is the usage of the words 'babies' and 'children'? D id we use synonyms for words in the original article s? Seidlhofer's discu ssio n illu strates how, when exposed to a learner corpus of their own language, teachers can become motiva ted to use corpus technology to identify and analyse difficu ltie s that they -and their future studentsexperience when trying to communicate in a foreign language.
A llan (2002, G ) also explores ways in which le arner corpora might benefit language teachers. H e describes the work of TE LE C (Teachers of E nglish Language E ducation Center), which maintains a computer network (TeleNex) designed to provide support for language teachers in H ong Kong who are already in the cla ssroom. The TE LE C staff makes use of a Secondary Learner Corpus in order to develop teaching materia ls, design lessons that address common proble m areas, and answer questions posed by teachers on TeleNex 'conference corners'. Through TeleNex, teachers who do not have the time or expertise to carry out their own corpus investigations can still experience the benefits of learner corpora research. Such a support network may also provide a useful forum for investigating teachers' attitu des towards and experiences with corpus research, which can help us to better assess the role that native and learner corpora have to play in language teaching.
Chapte rs within G ranger et al. (2002) , Burnard and McE nery (2000) and Kettemann and Marko (2000) provide a useful overview of promising and novel applications of learner corpora to LTR . It remains to be seen, however, to what extent the use of learner corpora will actually impact mate rials development, teaching methodology and teacher training. The applica tions presented in these volumes have yet to be tested across a wide range of instructional settin gs, and the potentia l benefits of collaboration among researchers in learner corpora, SLA , and language teaching remain to be seen, as G ranger et al. (2002, G ) 
notes:
For learner corpus research to realize its enormous potential, cooperative involvement on the part of SLA , E LT, and NLP [Natural Language Processing] researchers would seem to be essential. O nly in this way will it be possible to ensure that the research, and especially its applications, are in keeping with current SLA theory and E LT practice and that useful electronic tools geared to learner input are developed.
(p. 28)
VI Conclusion
The five books featured in this review, taken together, address key issues at the interface between corpus linguistics and language teaching research. H unston (2002) provides an essential background in corpus linguistics methods, and is particularly str ong in its illu stration of concordance line analysis and research in phraseology. Burnard and McE nery (2000) , Kettemann and Marko (2000) and A sto n (2001) supplement H unsto n's general overview with papers that address specific learner popula tions and instructional contexts. Burnard and McE nery (2000) , and Kettemann and Marko (2002) are broader in scope, each covering diverse issu es, including corpus-based language description, D D L and discovery learning, E A P/E SP applications and learner corpora. H owever, because the chapte rs in Burnard and McE nery (2000) and Kettemann and Marko (2000) are intended for an audience experienced in corpus research, they are conceptually more technical and thus may not be as accessib le to non-specia lists. A ston (2001) focuses primarily on the use of corpus analysis in the classroom, and is most useful for its descriptio ns of learning activitie s and handouts that can be used by language teachers. While many of the chapters assume some background in corpus research, A sto n's (2001) introduction (pp. 7-45) helps to familia rize readers with important terms and issu es in corpus linguistics and LTR . A ll three volumes, A sto n, Burnard and McE nery, and Ketteman and Marko, provide a number of useful web resources where readers can access concordancing software, corpora and corpus-based teaching materials (A ppendix A to this article list s a compilation of the most useful and relevant web sites for language teaching researchers). G ranger et al. (2002) represe nts the most recent collectio n of work on the challenging new applications of learner corpora, focusing on interlanguage analysis and language teaching applications. R eaders may find the interlanguage studies a bit dauntin g in light of the considerable raw data presented and the corresponding lack of methodological explanation. H owever, these chapters are certa inly valuable for LT researchers interested in applying corpus-base d methods to the stu dy of second language acquisitio n. Most readers will find the final section on Corpus-based approaches to foreign language pedagogy much more accessib le, given the concrete examples of how learner corpora have been applied to classroom activitie s, materia ls development, and teacher training programmes. This volume also provides numerous references to web sites devoted to the development and applicatio ns of learner corpora, some of which are liste d in A ppendix A .
By highlighting the most recent applications of corpus linguistics methodology to LTR , and revealing major areas of interface that have yet to be explored, the books featured in this review play an important role in bridging the gap between corpus linguistics and language te aching research. It is important for work at this interface to contin ue, given the unique contributions of CL to the stu dy of language pedagogy. By pursuing further rese arch along the lines reporte d in these volumes, and by applying corpus methods to research questio ns as yet unaddressed, CL has the potential to increase our understanding of language learning processes and effective teaching practices.
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